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INSTRUCTIONS 

1 You have up to 50 minutes to complete as many questions as you can on this exam. 

2 As specified in the event rules, you are permitted to use, for reference, resources within a single 2-inch or smaller three-ring 
binder. With the exception of datasheets linked within this test, you may not consult the internet or other people beyond your 
partner for information. 

3 Your entire score for this event is this Written Test. For this tournament, there are not Design Log or device components to the 
Total Score. 

4 Please limit short answer responses to 1-4 sentences per question. Full sentences are not required. You will not be penalized 
for writing a lot, but doing so may take time away from answering other questions. 

5 All tiebreaker questions are included in the test score and in the event of a tie will be used individually in the order specified. 

6 There are no penalties for incorrect answers. Partial credit will be awarded for fill-in-the-blank and multiple answer (i.e. “select 
all that apply”) questions. 

7 Some questions ask that you input your answer as a rounded number and without units. It is very important that you follow 
these instructions or the auto-grade function will mark your answer as incorrect! 
 
For example, if you are instructed to enter your answer 12.3456 V in millivolts (mV) to the nearest millivolt, input “12346” for 
your answer. Also, Scilympiad checks for exact matches (ignoring upper and lower case) so if rounded to the nearest integer, 
do not follow your answer with a decimal, i.e. enter “60” and not “60.” 

 

NOTES 

1 This test was written for the Princeton University Science Olympiad Invitational hosted on February 20, 2021, by Princeton 
University Science Olympiad (PUSO) in Princeton, New Jersey. This tournament was run in mini SO format with testing 
conducted via the Scilympiad platform. As such, many questions of this test were structured and/or worded for the online 
format.  

2 This test was written by George Sun, a graduate of the University of Washington in Seattle. 
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QUESTIONS 

Questions 1-5: Four AA batteries (each supplying 1.5 V) are connected in series with a fixed resistor (R1) and a blue LED in 
forward bias. 

1 If the recommended current and voltage for the LED are 25 mA and 3.6 V respectively, and the fixed 
resistor (R1) has resistance 540 Ω, what value of resistor (R2) should be placed in parallel with the fixed 
resistor (R1) to bring the LED to recommended operating conditions? Answer in ohms (Ω) rounded to the 
nearest ohm, and input your answer without units. 
The closed loop equation (Kirchhoff’s voltage rule) is V_battery + V_LED + V_(R_eq) = 0, where V_(R_eq) is the 
voltage across resistors R1 and R2. Using Ohm’s law (V = I R), this can be rewritten to R_eq = -(V_battery + V_LED) / 
I_(R_eq), where R_eq is the equivalent resistance across R1 and R2, and I_(R_eq) is the total current through both 
resistors R1 and R2. The total voltage supplied by the batteries in series is 4 × 1.5 V so V_battery = -6.0 V, and by 
substituting the other values provided by the question, we can determine that the equivalent resistance needed is 
R_eq = -(-6.0 V + 3.6 V) / (0.025 A) or 96 Ω. (Note that V_battery is negative because it is a voltage supplied while all 
other components experience negative voltage drops; this is just a sign convention and could be reversed with 
V_battery positive and all other voltages negative.) 
 
The equivalent resistance of two resistors in parallel is given by 1 / R_eq = 1 / R_1 + 1 / R_2. With the result from 
the previous step, this is rearranged to solve for the unknown resistance needed: R_2 = 1 / (1 / R_eq – 1 / R_1) = 1 / 
(1 / 96 Ω - 1 / 540 Ω) = 117 Ω. 
 
4 points – correct answer (117) 

   / 4 

2 A spectral power distribution for this LED shows a tall, narrow peak at 459 nm with a shorter, much 
broader peak at 581 nm. What band gap energy corresponds to the narrow peak? Answer in electronvolts 
(eV) rounded to the nearest 0.1 eV, and input your answer without units. 
The Planck equation given by E = hc / λ (where E is the energy of a photon, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of 
light in a vacuum, and λ is the wavelength of the photon) corresponds to the band gap energy. 
 
With h = 6.6 × 10^-34 J s and c = 3.00 × 10^8 m/s, we have E = (6.6 × 10^-34 J s) * (3.00 × 10^8 m/s) / (459 × 10^-9 
nm) = 4.31 × 10^-19 J. Converted to electronvolts, the band gap energy is (4.31 × 10^-19 J) * (1 eV) / (1.6 × 10^-19 J) 
= 2.7 eV. (The band gap energy for the other peak is 2.1 eV.) 
 
3 points – correct answer (2.7) 
OR – 2 points – correct answer for wrong peak (2.1) 

   / 3 

3 Which of the following changes to the spectral power distribution would you expect to occur as the LED 
ages? Select all that apply. 
a. The peaks may shorten vertically. 
b. The two peaks may convolve into a single peak. 
c. The peaks may shift horizontally. 
d. Additional prominent peaks may appear. 
A spectral powder distribution for an LED plots its intensity (vertical axis) for various wavelengths along a 
wavelength spectrum (horizontal axis). As LEDs age and degrade, they tend to dim (corresponding to decreased 
intensity, shortening in the peaks vertically) and may change colors slightly (corresponding to changes along the 
wavelength spectrum, shifting peaks horizontally). 
 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (a., c.) or not selected (b., d.) 

   / 4 

4 What color light would a person with normal vision expect to see from this LED? 
The blue light from the LED (corresponding to the narrow peak at 459 nm) and the yellow light from phosphor 
emissions (corresponding to the broader peak at 581 nm) together produce the appearance of white light. This 
method for producing white light is known as phosphor conversion. 
 
2 points – correct answer (white) 

   / 2 

5 What phenomenon describes how individual LEDs with the described spectrum output light with this 
expected color? 
This method for producing white light is known as phosphor conversion. 
 
3 points – correct answer (“phosphor conversion” or reasonable variants such as “yellow phosphor”) 

   / 3 
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Questions 6-7: A platinum wire resistor and nickel wire resistor are each connected in parallel with a 9.0 V battery. At 20˚C, 
the current through the platinum wire resistor is 0.020 A and through the nickel wire resistor is 0.025 A. If needed, assume 
that the resistivity of platinum is 1.06 × 10^-7 Ω m at 20˚C, the resistivity of nickel is 6.99 × 10^-8 Ω m at 20˚C, the 
temperature coefficient of platinum is 3.7 × 10^-3/°C, and the temperature coefficient of nickel is 5.9 × 10^-3/°C. 

6 At what temperature will the current through the two resistors be equivalent? Answer in degrees Celsius 
(˚C) rounded to the nearest 1˚C, and input your answer without units. 
For a parallel circuit, the current through the branches are the same when the resistance of all branches are the 
same. The temperature-dependence of a resistor is given by R(T) = R(T_0) * (1 + α ΔT) where R(T) is the function for 
resistance, T_0 is the reference temperature, and α is the temperature coefficient for the resistive material. By 
equating this equation for each of the resistors, we can solve for the temperature at which the two resistors have 
equal resistance. 
 
First, the resistance of each resistor at 20˚C, which will be used for R(T_0), is determined using Ohms law (V = I R, 
where V is voltage, I is current, and R is resistance). At 20˚C, the resistance of the platinum wire resistor is R = V / I 
= 9.0 V / 0.020 A = 450 Ω, and the resistance of the nickel wire resistor is R = V / I = 9.0 V / 0.025 A = 360 Ω. 
 
Then, R(T) = 450 Ω * (1 + 3.7 × 10^-3/°C * (T_f – 20˚C)) for the platinum wire resistor, and R(T) = 360 Ω * (1 + 5.9 × 
10^-3/°C * (T_f – 20˚C)) for the nickel wire resistor. Equating these two equations on R(T) allows solving for the 
final temperature, T_f, which is 216˚C. (The resistance, R(T = 216˚C), across either resistor at this temperature is 
776 Ω.) 
 
6 points – correct answer (216) 

   / 6 

7 Do the resistances of the platinum and nickel wire resistors generally increase, decrease, or not change 
with increasing temperature? 
a. The resistances of the platinum and nickel wire resistors should both decrease with increasing 

temperature. 
b. The resistance of the platinum wire resistor should increase with increasing temperature, while the 

resistance of the nickel wire resistor should decrease. 
c. The resistance of the platinum wire resistor should decrease with increasing temperature, while the 

resistance of the nickel wire resistor should increase. 
d. The resistances of the platinum and nickel wire resistors should both increase with increasing 

temperature. 
The positive temperature coefficients of platinum and nickel indicate that with increasing temperature, their 
resistances should increase. The greater temperature coefficient of nickel indicates that its resistance will increase 
faster. 
 
2 points – correct answer (d.) 

   / 2 

Questions 8-12: The following questions reference the datasheet for the EPCOS Inrush Current Limiter NTC Thermistor, 
specifically the model with ordering code B57234S0229M000 
(https://media.digikey.com/pdf/Data%20Sheets/Epcos%20PDFs/B57234S0xxxM000.pdf). (If you use parameters from the 
thermistor with the wrong ordering code, your answers will be wrong.) 

8 Treating the thermistor disk as having cylindrical geometry, what is the surface-area-to-volume ratio for 
this thermistor? Input your answer rounded to the nearest 0.01 without units. 
According to the datasheet, the disk of the thermistor has thickness (th) 7.0 mm and width (b) 15.0 mm (for a 
circular section, so it can be treated as a diameter). For a cylinder, surface area is given by A = 2πrh + 2πr^2 and 
volume by V = hπr^2, where r is the radius and h is the height of the cylinder. For this cylinder the surface area is A 
= 683.3 mm^2 and the volume is V = 1237.0 mm^3. The surface-area-to-volume ratio is A / V = 683.3 mm^2 / 
1237.0 mm^3 = 0.55 / mm. 
 
3 points – correct answer (0.55) 

   / 3 

9 How is the surface-area-to-volume ratio of a thermistor related to its thermal absorption or dissipation? 
A high-surface-area-to-volume ratio increases heat transfer (faster absorption and dissipation), which can be an 
important property for a thermistor to avoid self-heating effects. 
 
3 points – any reasonable assessment relating the surface-area-to-volume ratio to heat transfer 

   / 3 
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10 Using the B parameter equation, calculate the resistance of this thermistor at 100˚C. Answer in ohms (Ω) 
rounded to the nearest 0.1 ohm, and input your answer without units. 
The β parameter equation for thermistors is given by 1 / T = 1 / T_0 + (1 / B) ln (R / R_0), where T represents 
temperature, R represents resistance, and B represents the β parameter that is specific to each thermistor. 
According to the datasheet, the B parameter is for this resistor is 2800 K, and the resistance at 25˚C is 2.2 Ω. 
Substituting these values into the B parameter equation, we get 1 / (100 + 273 K) = 1 / (25 + 273 K) + (1 / 2800 K) * 
ln (R / 2.2 Ω), which when solved for resistance yields R = 0.3 Ω. 
 
3 points – correct answer (0.3) 

   / 3 

11 Tiebreaker 4: Explain why and under what conditions this component could be used as an inrush current 
limiter. Your response should answer the following three questions: (1) why are inrush current limiters 
used?, (2) why can this device be used as an inrush current limiter?, and (3) what requirements about the 
device must be satisfied for it to be used? 
Inrush current limiters are useful for limiting surges of current (to protect devices) especially when a device is first 
turned on. This thermistor, which has a negative temperature coefficient, has decreasing resistance with 
increasing temperatures and can be used to limit inrush current if the starting temperature of the device is lower 
than its operating temperature; at the lower starting temperature, resistance would be high which would prevent 
a high initial current. 
 
1 point – inrush current limiters protect electronics by limiting current surges 
1 point – this component has negative temperature coefficient, or increased resistance with lower temperatures 
1 point – at device start, a lower starting temperature results in higher resistance which prevents a current surge 
1 point – as current flows, the device warms up gradually allowing decreased resistance for the device to operate 
normally  

   / 4 

12 Tiebreaker 4: Explain why this component would not be used for overcurrent protection. 
This could not be used for overcurrent protection because as the device operates and heats up, the negative 
temperature coefficient would mean the resistance of the thermistor decreases; rather than prevent overcurrent, 
this would actually allow current to further increase (this phenomenon is known as thermal runway). 
 
1 point – negative temperature coefficient has opposite effect needed for overcurrent protection 
1 point – current flow causes increase in temperature 
1 point – increasing temperature decreases resistance allowing greater current (more current, thermal runway) 

   / 3 

13 Tiebreaker 7: Which of the following is/are valid methods for limiting self-heating effects of thermistors? 
Select all that apply. 
a. Using a smaller supply voltage that is within operating limits 
b. Pairing the thermistor in series with a fixed resistor of lower resistance (compared to one of higher 

resistance) 
c. Encapsulating the thermistor in a material with high thermal mass 
d. Selecting a thermistor that has a lower dissipation constant so that less heat is produced 
e. Using a negative temperature coefficient thermistor rather than one with a positive temperature 

coefficient 
f. Self-heating effects do not apply to thermistors and are only a concern for resistance temperature 

detectors. 
a. Yes, less power consumption means less heat production. 
b. No, a lower resistance would allow an increased current and therefore increase self-heating. 
c. Yes, a higher thermal mass would mean any self-heating causes a lesser temperature change for the 

thermistor. 
d. No, a higher dissipation constant would be better because it would indicate more heat dissipation and 

therefore less self-heating/heat retention. 
e. No, actually the trend of PTC is better for avoiding self-heating effects, but these components aren't exactly 

interchangeable because they have different operating ranges and accuracies. 
f. Self-heating effects affect any temperature-sensing devices that heat up during operation, which is true for 

thermistors. 
 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (a., c.) or not selected (b., d., e., f.) 

   / 6 
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14 Which of the following statements about temperature and resistance relationships is/are true? Select all 
that apply. 
a. The resistance of a cylindrical nickel wire of fixed length varies exponentially with its temperature. 
b. The β parameter indicates the resistance in Ohms of a thermistor at 0˚C. 
c. The Steinhart-Hart equation and B parameter equations are identical and merely mathematical 

rearrangements of one another. 
d. Accuracy of the B parameter equation is affected by the non-linear temperature-dependence of the B 

parameter. 
e. At minimum, the B parameter equation requires more calibration points than the Steinhart-Hart 

parameter equation. 
f. None of the above 
a. The temperature-dependence of a resistor is given by R(T) = R(T_0) * (1 + α ΔT) where R(T) is the function for 

resistance, T_0 is the reference temperature, and α is the temperature coefficient for the resistive material. 
This equation shows a linear relationship between resistance and temperature. 

b. The β parameter has units Kelvin and therefore could not be a measure of resistance. 
c. The Steinhart-Hart equation and B parameter equations are not identical; the B parameter equation is a 

more specific case of the Steinhart-Hart equation. 
d. Variation of the B parameter with temperature affects the accuracy of values calculated using the B 

parameter equation. 
e. Modeling B parameter equation requires two calibration points at minimum; they are used to solve for the B 

parameter and one point is used as the reference values for the equation (T_0 and R_0). The Steinhart-Hart 
equation can have three coefficients which would require at least three calibration points to model. 

f. Answer choice d. is correct. 
 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (d.) or not selected (a., b., c., e., f.) 

   / 6 

15 Tiebreaker 2: An LED, like most diodes, when connected in reverse bias below reverse breakdown voltage 
will not turn on. Explain at an atomic level what happens when the LED is connected with the correct bias 
and when it is connected in reverse bias. 
Connecting the positive end of the circuit to the N-type layer and the negative end to the P-type layer puts the LED 
in reverse bias. Applying a voltage in this way forces negative charge carriers further into the negative side (the N-
type layer) and positive charge carriers further into the positive side (the P-type layer). This further depletes the 
depletion zone, making it larger. 
 
Connecting in forward bias has the opposite effect; the negative charge carriers from the N-type region move 
toward the holes in the p-type region, narrowing the depletion region and allowing electrons to low from the N-
type region to the P-type region where recombination occurs and a photon is emitted. 
 
2 point – reverse bias: correctly describing movement of negative and positive charge carriers, effect on depletion zone 
3 points – forward bias: correctly describing movement of negative and positive charge carriers, recombination, photon 
emission 
2 points – additional points awarded for exceptional explanations 

   / 7 

16 Which of the following statements about LEDs is/are true? Select all that apply. 
a. The specific band gap of LEDs allows production of monochromatic light suitable for lasers. 
b. Most LEDs used for home lighting have band gap energies around 0.8 eV. 
c. LEDs can withstand higher temperatures than incandescent bulbs. 
d. In practice, many LEDs connected in parallel may share current unevenly. 
e. None of the above 
a. Photons emitted by LEDs, while often in a narrow range of wavelengths, are not considered monochromatic. 
b. A band gap energy around 0.8 eV corresponds to the wavelength 1545 nm (determined using the Planck 

equation, E = hc / λ) which does not correspond to a wavelength of visible light that would be used for home 
lighting. 

c. LEDs cannot withstand high temperatures and require thermal management. However, incandescent bulbs 
do dissipate significant amounts of energy as heat while still functioning. 

d. LEDs of the same type connected in parallel may share current unevenly due to random differences between 
individual units. 

e. Answer choice d. is correct. 
 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (d.) or not selected (a., b., c., e.) 

   / 5 
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17 Which of the following is/are valid method(s) for producing an LED that outputs white light? Select all that 
apply. 
a. Using a gallium arsenide (GaAs) semiconductor, which has a band gap energy corresponding to that of 

white light 
b. Using a combination of blue, green, and red LEDs which together give the appearance of white light 
c. Using a combination of cyan, magenta, and yellow LEDs which together give the appearance of white 

light 
d. Using a blue LED that is coated with yellow phosphors, which together produce white-appearing 

emissions 
e. Combining near-ultraviolet (UV) and near-infrared (IR) visible wavelengths that by interference 

produce white light 
f. None of the above are valid methods for producing white light with LEDs. 
a. Gallium arsenide, which as band gap energy 1.441 eV corresponding to the wavelength 860 nm (determined 

using the Planck equation, E = hc / λ), would produce light in the infrared range which would not be 
considered white light. 

b. Light mixes additively, so red, green, and blue LEDs together would produce light that appears white. 
c. Cyan is the additive combination of green and blue, magenta is the additive combination of red and blue, and 

yellow is the additive combination of red and green. Combining these colors would result in equal parts red, 
green, and blue, producing the same effect as answer choice b. 

d. The method described is phosphor conversion, which is a valid method for producing white light. 
e. Near-UV and near-IR wavelengths do not interfere to produce white light. 
f. Answer choices b., c., and d. are valid methods. 
 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (b., c., d.) or not selected (a., e., f.) 

   / 6 

Questions 18-24: The following questions reference the circuit arrangement shown below. The two rectangular 
components at the top of the figure are multimeters used with their voltage measurement setting. The colors of some 
components or connections are described in the following paragraph to allow you to still answer the question if you are 
color blind. 
 
The bottommost LED is red, the leftmost LED is blue, and the topmost LED is green. The leftmost fixed resistor has bands 
(in order) orange, red, yellow, and gold; the topmost fixed resistor has bands blue, green, yellow, and gold; and the 
rightmost resistor has bands brown, black, red, and gold. The left wires extending from both multimeters is black, and the 
right wires are red. The top/left wire from the AA battery is black, and the bottom/right wire is red. The left wire from the 9 
V battery is red, and the right wire is black. 
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18 Specify whether the following pairs of holes are electrically connected in the solderless breadboard. Select 
all answer choices that pair sockets that are electrically connected. 
a. B3 and J5 
b. C25 and H28 
c. G11 and H9 
d. A28 and H28 
e. C21 and C25 
f. E2 and J6 
a. B3 and J5 are electrically connected because an orange wire connects row 3 from the A-E side to row 5 of the 

F-J side. 
b. C25 and H28 are not electrically connected because there is no connection between rows 25 and 26 of the F-J 

side. 
c. G11 and H9 are electrically connected because the pink wire at G11 is in the same row as a lead of the 

infrared sensor that has another lead in H9. 
d. A28 and H28 are electrically connected because several components are connected in series between these 

points: the capacitor in B28/B29, the fixed resistor in E29/G29, and the photoresistor in J28/J29. 
e. C21 and C25 are not electrically connected because there is no connection between rows 23 and 25 of the A-

E side. Other components on the breadboard also do not connect these sockets. 
f. E2 and J6 are electrically connected because the blue wire extending from E2 connects to the upper negative 

(–) rail, the green wire extending from J6 connects to the upper positive (+) rail, and the battery connects 
these two rails. 

 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (a., c., d., f.) or not selected (b., e.) 

   / 6 

19 What is the nominal resistance of the component that is inserted into B7? Answer in kiloohms (kΩ) 
rounded to the nearest kiloohm, and input your answer without units. 
The component inserted into socket B7 is a fixed resistor with bands orange, red, yellow, and gold (in order). The 
orange and red bands correspond to the value 32 and the yellow band corresponds to a 10 kΩ multiplier, so the 
nominal resistance value is 320 kΩ. 
 
2 points – correct answer (320) 

   / 2 

20 The component inserted into D13 is intended only to allow current in one direction. What is the name for 
this component? 
Common diodes, when used within specifications, only allow current in one direction. 
 
2 points – correct answer (diode) 

   / 2 

21 The component inserted into A17 has two states. What is the name for this component? 
This component is a two-way (or single pole double throw) switch which in each switch state connects the middle 
lead with either of the side leads. 
 
2 points – correct answer (two-way switch or single pole double throw switch) 

   / 2 

22 In the circuit above, only one LED turns on. Which color LED is this? 
a. Red 
b. Green 
c. Blue 
Only the red LED is in a closed circuit with a battery. The green LED has both leads in the same row so it shorts. 
One lead of the blue LED is connected to the negative lead of the 9 V battery but the other lead is open (i.e. not 
connected). 
 
2 points – correct answer (a.) 

   / 2 

23 What value would you expect the left multimeter to read? Answer in volts (V) rounded to the nearest  
0.1 V, and input your answer without units. 
The negative (–) and positive (+) leads of the multimeter are connected to the negative (–) and positive (+) rails of 
the breadboard, respectively, which are connected to the negative (–) and positive (+) leads from the 9 V battery, 
respectively. Therefore, the multimeter should read 9.0 V. 
 
2 points – correct answer (9.0) 

   / 2 
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24 What value would you expect the right multimeter to read? Answer in volts (V) rounded to the nearest  
0.1 V, and input your answer without units. 
The two leads of the right multimeter are not electrically connected so the multimeter should read 0 V. 
 
2 points – correct answer (0.0) 

   / 2 

Questions 25-26: A temperature-sensing device is made by supplying a voltage across a voltage divider circuit with a 
thermistor and fixed resistor, then measuring the voltage (V_OUT) across the thermistor, using an Arduino Uno, which has 
an analog input range of 0–5 V. 

 
 

25 Tiebreaker 5: If the fixed resistor (R1) has resistance 223 Ω and the thermistor is modeled by the equation 
(1 / T) = (2.15 × 10^-3) + (0.79 × 10^-4) * ln (R_NTC) + (6.60 × 10^-7) * [ln (R_NTC)]^3 where R_NTC is measured 
in ohms and T in Kelvin, what is the theoretical maximum temperature that can be measured by this 
device? Answer in degrees Celsius (˚C) rounded to the nearest 0.1˚C, and input your answer without units. 
This thermistor has negative temperature coefficient (NTC) so its temperature-resistance model (the Steinhart-
Hart equation) will be always decreasing with increasing temperature. Therefore, at the maximum temperature 
measurable by the device, the resistance of the thermistor will be its lowest which corresponds to the greatest 
voltage drop across the fixed resistor and therefore the greatest output voltage. The Arduino Uno is limited to 
measuring voltages up to 5 V, and a voltage drop of 5 V across the fixed resistor R1 occurs when the ratio R1 / 
R_NTC is [5 V / (9 V – 5 V)] (voltage drops in series are proportional to resistance). Therefore, at the maximum 
temperature measurable, the resistance across the thermistor is expected to be 223 Ω * (4 V / 5 V) or 178.4 Ω. 
Using the equation for the model provided, this resistor for the thermistor corresponds to a temperature of 377 K 
or 104.0˚C. 
 
5 points – correct answer (104.0) 

   / 5 

26 Tiebreaker 6: An additional experimental model for the temperature-sensing device is generated by 
measuring the output voltage at various temperatures. Which of the following affects the accuracy of this 
device? Select all that apply. 
a. The specific voltage supplied across the voltage divider circuit 
b. The resistance tolerances of the fixed resistor used 
c. The accuracy of the thermometer used when generating the mathematical model 
d. The resolution of the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) used to digitize voltage measurements 
a. The voltage supplied across the voltage divider circuit affects the values that are measured but does not 

directly affect accuracy of temperature measurements. 
b. The resistance tolerance indicates the range of resistance values in which the resistance for the fixed resistor 

may be to still be considered within tolerance by the manufacturer. If we are predicting measured values by 
calculating using nominal resistances, we may notice a discrepancy between our calculated and measured 
values. However, in this case the model is generated using measurements from the circuit so the specific 
resistance (which is not expected to change across measurements) for the fixed resistor is not as important. 

c. The accuracy of the thermometer affects the accuracy of the temperature measurements used for 
generating the mathematical model. We should not expect the model to be more accurate than the 
reference used for its calibration. 

d. The resolution of the ADC determines the smallest difference between voltage values that can be 
distinguished, which would affect the precision of measurements. 

 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (c.) or not selected (a., b., d.) 

   / 4 

27 A temperature-sensing device that is inadequately waterproofed and running off 5 V from an Arduino Uno 
may appear to function normally. Provide two reasons for why you should still waterproof your sensor. 
Improper operation of device components may lead to inaccurate readings. In general, electrical components are 
not intended to be used in contact with water. Minerals in water can corrode device components and change 
electrical properties or cause failure of the device. The current output and voltage from an Arduino are low 
enough that they are commonly not considered dangerous to contact with intact skin. 
 
1.5 points – any reasonable first reason 
1.5 points – any reasonable second reason 

   / 3 

9V
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VOUT
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Questions 28-32: Analog input for Arduino Uno microcontrollers reads voltages between 0 and 5 V with a 10-bit analog-to-
digital converter (ADC). 

28 What is the analog input voltage resolution for a functioning Arduino Uno? Answer in millivolts (mV) 
rounded to the nearest 0.1 mV and input your answer without units. 
A 10-bit analog-to-digital converter corresponds to 2^10 or 1024 bins between 0 and 1023. For a voltage range of 
5 V, this corresponds to a voltage resolution of 5 V / 1024 or 4.9 mV. 
 
1 point – correct answer (4.9) 

   / 1 

29 If only the least significant bit (LSB) malfunctions and always reads zero, what is the resulting voltage 
resolution? Answer in millivolts (mV) rounded to the nearest 0.1 mV and input your answer without units. 
If the least significant bit always reads zero, every other value (i.e. odd binary values) for the set of binary values 
for a working ADC cannot be measured. The resulting voltage resolution is twice that of a working ADC, or 9.8 mV. 
 
1 point – correct answer (9.8) 

   / 2 

30 If only the least significant bit (LSB) malfunctions and always reads zero, what is the resulting voltage 
range? Answer in volts (V) rounded to the nearest 0.1 V and input your answer without units. 
If the least significant bit always reads zero, the maximum value becomes 11 1111 1110 compared to original 
maximum value of 11 1111 1111, so the upper bound of the voltage range is decreased by the original voltage 
resolution (4.9 mV). The minimum value remains 00 0000 0000 so the lower bound for the voltage range is 
unchanged. Therefore, the voltage range is 5 V – 0.0049 V = 4.995 V, which rounds to 5 V—no noticeable effect on 
the voltage range. 
 
1 point – correct answer (5.0) 

   / 2 

31 If only the most significant bit (MSB) malfunctions and always reads zero, what is the resulting voltage 
resolution? Answer in millivolts (mV) rounded to the nearest 0.1 mV and input your answer without units. 
A malfunctioning most significant bit does not affect the voltage resolution, because the least significant bit is still 
functioning. The voltage resolution continues to be 4.9 mV. 
 
1 point – correct answer (4.9) 

   / 2 

32 If only the most significant bit (MSB) malfunctions and always reads zero, what is the resulting voltage 
range? Answer in volts (V) rounded to the nearest 0.1 V and input your answer without units. 
If the most significant bit is always zero, then the upper half of all possible values (i.e. those with one of the most 
significant bit, 1X XXXX XXXX) cannot be accurately measured; from the original 2^10 possible values, only 2^9 
can be accurately measured. Therefore, only values below 2.5 V can be accurately measured and the voltage 
range is halved to 2.5 V. 
 
1 point – correct answer (2.5) 

   / 2 

Question 33-39: The bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay is a spectroscopic method for estimating protein concentration from a 
standard curve of known protein concentrations. The table below shows real data collected for generating a standard 
curve from the known protein concentrations listed below (prepared by various dilutions of the highest calibration, 2.0 
mg/mL). The samples for standard curve measurements were prepared with the Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit using 310 µL 
of working reagent and 4 µL of albumin in calibrated concentrations. The prepared samples were transferred in three 
equal volumes of 100 µL to a 96-well plate and absorbance was measured at 480 nm. 
 
Table 1. Absorbance for calibration protein standards at different concentrations. 

Stock Protein (mg/mL) 0 0.125 0.25 0.5 1.0 2.0 

Absorbance 0.260 0.262 0.283 0.319 0.381 0.497 

0.262 0.257 0.286 0.324 0.382 0.496 

0.254 0.258 0.285 0.322 0.381 0.500 
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33 Tiebreaker 8: The assay was performed in triplicates (three measurements were taken per sample). Which 
of the following is/are reasons supporting this experimental design? Select all that apply. 
a. Repeated trials improve the fit of the linear regression to the dataset. 
b. Repeated trials allow better gauging the uncertainty in the concentration of the calibration protein 

standards. 
c. Repeated trials allow better gauging the uncertainty in the absorbance measurements. 
d. Repeated trials allow better gauging the uncertainty in protein concentrations calculated from the 

standard curve. 
e. Repeated trials reduce the effect of outlier readings or improper sample preparations. 
a. Repeated trials do not guarantee that the fit will improve; moreover, the relationship is not guaranteed to be 

linear. 
b. The trials were repeated with the same calibration protein standards, so we would not expect them to be the 

reason for any variation in absorbance measurements. Moreover, to evaluate the calibration protein 
standards, a more accurate and more reliable standard may be needed. 

c. Multiple absorbance measurements allow comparing the absorbance values to gauge their uncertainty. 
d. The uncertainty of the absorbance measurements allows understanding the uncertainty of a linear 

regression of the absorbance-concentration data. Understanding the uncertainty of the regression (e.g. its 
maximum/minimum possible slope and intercept) allows understanding the uncertainty in protein 
concentrations that are calculated from the regression equation. 

e. Averaging the measurements from repeated trials reduces the effect of outlier readings or variation in 
sample preparations. 

 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (c., d., e.) or not selected (a., b.) 

   / 5 

34 Which of the following generally could be considered valid reasons for recalibrating the spectrometer 
used for measuring absorbances? 
a. The location of the spectrometer was changed. 
b. The spectrometer was recently purchased in new condition from the manufacturer. 
c. The last three measurements by the spectrometer for the same sample varied significantly. 
d. The spectrometer was unplugged, then plugged in again before operation. 
e. The spectrometer was used by other individuals. 
a. A changed location is a valid reason for calibration. Some instruments are sensitive to movement or 

surrounding temperatures and may need to be recalibrated in a new environment. 
b. While manufacturers often calibrate instruments before shipment, it is a good idea to perform another 

calibration (or at least verify consistency with the previous calibration) on arrival in case the instrument was 
stressed or mishandled in transit. 

c. Questionable measurements are a valid reason for recalibration. Some instruments, especially ones that are 
extremely sensitive, require frequent calibration, sometimes between measurements. 

d. Some instruments, when unplugged, may lose their calibration and would require recalibration when 
powered on. 

e. When other individuals use an instrument, it may be unclear whether they have used the instrument 
properly. Therefore, it would not be unreasonable to recalibrate before your measurements. 

 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (a., b., c., d., e.) 

   / 5 

35 Tiebreaker 9: Perform a linear regression on the provided data. Briefly and clearly describe the steps you 
took to perform the linear regression, and write your equation with variables defined and units included. 
A linear regression of the dataset for the standard curve yields the model A = (0.123 mL/mg) * C + 0.254, where A 
represents absorbance (reported without units) and C represents protein concentration in micrograms per 
microliter (mg/mL). 
 
1 point – describing their process for creating a linear regression 
1 point – an equation that relates absorbance and concentration 
1 point – the equation is linear 
1 point – the variables for absorbance and concentration are defined 
1 point – units are defined for the variables and coefficients within the equation 
1 point – the slope and intercept of the equation are reasonable 

   / 6 
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36 A sample of unknown protein concentration is prepared by BCA assay and its absorbance at 480 nm is 
measured to be 0.402. What is its approximate protein concentration? Answer in mg/mL rounded to a 
reasonable precision for your model, and input your answer without units. 
Using the standard curve A = (0.123 mL/mg) * C + 0.254, an absorbance of 0.402 is calculated to correspond to a 
protein concentration of 1.2 mg/mL. Responses between 1.1 and 1.4 are accepted. 
 
2 point – correct answer (any value between 1.1–1.6) 
1 point – rounded to a reasonable precision for the model (probably nearest 0.1 because closest calibrations were 1.0 
mg/mL and 2.0 mg/mL) 

   / 3 

37 Tiebreaker 3: Discuss the limitations of this mathematical model, focusing on range and precision.  
The minimum protein concentration that can be estimated is 0 mg/mL. The maximum protein concentration that 
can be estimated is around 2.0 mg/mL. Absorbance values calculated with the model should be reported to 0.001, 
and protein concentrations calculated can be reported down to the nearest 0.1 mg/mL (and not more precise 
than that). 
 
1 point – minimum protein concentration that can be estimated (0 mg/mL) 
1 point – maximum protein concentration that can be estimated (2.0 mg/mL or around that value) 
1 point – precision of absorbance (0.001) 
1 point – precision of protein concentration (0.1 mg/mL) 

   / 4 

38 A sample of unknown protein concentration is prepared by BCA assay and measures an absorbance value 
that exceeds the maximum concentration that can be estimated. Which of the following could be done to 
allow determining the protein concentration for this sample? Select all that apply. 
a. Dilute the original protein sample for the assay, then determine the concentration for the diluted 

sample to calculate the concentration of the undiluted sample. 
b. Add a calibration protein standard at a higher concentration. 
c. Take absorbance measurements for the unknown sample at a different wavelength or a range of 

wavelengths. 
d. Extrapolate the trendline to allow using it to estimate the protein concentration for the outlying 

absorbance value. 
e. None of the above. 
a. The unknown sample can be diluted so that the absorbance reading is within range, then after calculating the 

protein concentration of the diluted sample, the protein concentration of the original sample can be 
calculated by dividing by the dilution factor. 

b. A calibration protein standard at a higher concentration (and its absorbance measurements) could be added 
to the standard curve so that the absorbance value for the unknown sample is within range of the standard 
curve. 

c. The standard curve is generated with absorbance measurements at the wavelength 480 nm, so the unknown 
sample cannot be measured at a different wavelength. Moreover, no information provided states that the 
BCA assay is validated for measurements at other wavelengths. 

d. The absorbance value is beyond the range covered by the standard curve so extrapolation of the curve 
beyond this range may result in increased error in calculated protein concentration. Also, we do not know 
what trend the standard curve may exhibit beyond the range we have modeled. 

e. Answer choices a. and b. are correct. 
 
1 point – for each answer choice correctly selected (a., b) or not selected (c., d., e.) 

   / 5 

39 The BCA assay uses protein concentrations for its standard curve that fall within its linear range, i.e. at 
concentrations beyond this range the standard curve might be nonlinear. What behavior would you 
expect for the curve beyond this linear range? In terms of detectors, why does this behavior make sense? 
Absorbance measurements should plateau beyond the linear range because detector cannot detect beyond 100% 
absorbance—it should not be detecting less than no light. 
 
2 points – standard curve should plateau at high protein concentrations 
2 points – absorbances exceed values detectable by spectrometer 

   / 4 
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40 Tiebreaker 1: Your partner has created a hardware device for monitoring breathing using a stretch sensor 
and has asked for your help with writing code for the device. Write code that in real-time processes 
voltage data and reports (i.e. prints) the respiratory rate (breaths per minute) of an individual wearing the 
device, turning on a red LED if their respiratory rate falls below 10 breaths per minute or exceeds 20 
breaths per minute. 
 
The voltage data is supplied as individual floats (decimals) periodically to your device/code with a 
sampling period of 0.04 seconds. Your partner has observed that a voltage peak corresponds to an 
inhalation, while a voltage dip corresponds to an exhalation. Sample input voltage data for three different 
individuals (subjects) is plotted below. 
 
You may write your code in any language of your choice. Your code will be scored on implementation and 
clarity, so you are encouraged to comment your code and name variables appropriately. You will not be 
penalized for minor errors such as missing semicolons, etc. If you do not have time to write out your code, 
you may receive some credit for describing in detail how you would approach this task. 
 

 
 
There are many ways to approach this task. The sample code that follows, written in Python, uses the first few 
seconds of data collection to determine the approximate maximum and minimum values of the signal, then sets 
two thresholds (an upper and lower) between the maximum and minimum. When the voltage signal passes the 
upper threshold, an inhalation is recorded, and when the signal passes the lower threshold, an exhalation is 
recorded. The times between the last two inhalations and the last two exhalations are averaged and used to 
calculate the respiratory rate, which is then printed with whether a red LED is turned on. The code outputs the 
following text and the following plots: 
 

> Subject 1 Respiratory Rate: 17.5 breaths per minute 
  Subject 1 Respiratory Rate: 17.4 breaths per minute 
  Subject 1 Respiratory Rate: 16.4 breaths per minute 
  Subject 2 Respiratory Rate: 12.3 breaths per minute 
  Subject 2 Respiratory Rate: 13.6 breaths per minute 
  Subject 3 Respiratory Rate: 9.3 breaths per minute [RED] 

   / 16 

 

 
 
# import packages for computing and plotting 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
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40  
# arrays of time points in seconds and voltage data for several subjects 
raw_data_time = [0, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.2, 0.24, 0.28, 0.32, 0.36, 0.4, 0.44, 
0.48, 0.52, 0.56, 0.6, 0.64, 0.68, 0.72, 0.76, 0.8, 0.84, 0.88, 0.92, 0.96, 1, 1.04, 
1.08, 1.12, 1.16, 1.2, 1.24, 1.28, 1.32, 1.36, 1.4, 1.44, 1.48, 1.52, 1.56, 1.6, 1.64, 
1.68, 1.72, 1.76, 1.8, 1.84, 1.88, 1.92, 1.96, 2, 2.04, 2.08, 2.12, 2.16, 2.2, 2.24, 
2.28, 2.32, 2.36, 2.4, 2.44, 2.48, 2.52, 2.56, 2.6, 2.64, 2.68, 2.72, 2.76, 2.8, 2.84, 
2.88, 2.92, 2.96, 3, 3.04, 3.08, 3.12, 3.16, 3.2, 3.24, 3.28, 3.32, 3.36, 3.4, 3.44, 
3.48, 3.52, 3.56, 3.6, 3.64, 3.68, 3.72, 3.76, 3.8, 3.84, 3.88, 3.92, 3.96, 4, 4.04, 
4.08, 4.12, 4.16, 4.2, 4.24, 4.28, 4.32, 4.36, 4.4, 4.44, 4.48, 4.52, 4.56, 4.6, 4.64, 
4.68, 4.72, 4.76, 4.8, 4.84, 4.88, 4.92, 4.96, 5, 5.04, 5.08, 5.12, 5.16, 5.2, 5.24, 
5.28, 5.32, 5.36, 5.4, 5.44, 5.48, 5.52, 5.56, 5.6, 5.64, 5.68, 5.72, 5.76, 5.8, 5.84, 
5.88, 5.92, 5.96, 6, 6.04, 6.08, 6.12, 6.16, 6.2, 6.24, 6.28, 6.32, 6.36, 6.4, 6.44, 
6.48, 6.52, 6.56, 6.6, 6.64, 6.68, 6.72, 6.76, 6.8, 6.84, 6.88, 6.92, 6.96, 7, 7.04, 
7.08, 7.12, 7.16, 7.2, 7.24, 7.28, 7.32, 7.36, 7.4, 7.44, 7.48, 7.52, 7.56, 7.6, 7.64, 
7.68, 7.72, 7.76, 7.8, 7.84, 7.88, 7.92, 7.96, 8, 8.04, 8.08, 8.12, 8.16, 8.2, 8.24, 
8.28, 8.32, 8.36, 8.4, 8.44, 8.48, 8.52, 8.56, 8.6, 8.64, 8.68, 8.72, 8.76, 8.8, 8.84, 
8.88, 8.92, 8.96, 9, 9.04, 9.08, 9.12, 9.16, 9.2, 9.24, 9.28, 9.32, 9.36, 9.4, 9.44, 
9.48, 9.52, 9.56, 9.6, 9.64, 9.68, 9.72, 9.76, 9.8, 9.84, 9.88, 9.92, 9.96, 10, 10.04, 
10.08, 10.12, 10.16, 10.2, 10.24, 10.28, 10.32, 10.36, 10.4, 10.44, 10.48, 10.52, 10.56, 
10.6, 10.64, 10.68, 10.72, 10.76, 10.8, 10.84, 10.88, 10.92, 10.96, 11, 11.04, 11.08, 
11.12, 11.16, 11.2, 11.24, 11.28, 11.32, 11.36, 11.4, 11.44, 11.48, 11.52, 11.56, 11.6, 
11.64, 11.68, 11.72, 11.76, 11.8, 11.84, 11.88, 11.92, 11.96, 12, 12.04, 12.08, 12.12, 
12.16, 12.2, 12.24, 12.28, 12.32, 12.36, 12.4, 12.44, 12.48, 12.52, 12.56, 12.6, 12.64, 
12.68, 12.72, 12.76, 12.8, 12.84, 12.88, 12.92, 12.96, 13, 13.04, 13.08, 13.12, 13.16, 
13.2, 13.24, 13.28, 13.32, 13.36, 13.4, 13.44, 13.48, 13.52, 13.56, 13.6, 13.64, 13.68, 
13.72, 13.76, 13.8, 13.84, 13.88, 13.92, 13.96, 14, 14.04, 14.08, 14.12, 14.16, 14.2, 
14.24, 14.28, 14.32, 14.36, 14.4, 14.44, 14.48, 14.52, 14.56, 14.6, 14.64, 14.68, 14.72, 
14.76, 14.8, 14.84, 14.88, 14.92, 14.96, 15, 15.04, 15.08, 15.12, 15.16, 15.2, 15.24, 
15.28, 15.32, 15.36, 15.4, 15.44, 15.48, 15.52, 15.56, 15.6, 15.64, 15.68, 15.72, 15.76, 
15.8, 15.84, 15.88, 15.92, 15.96, 16, 16.04, 16.08, 16.12, 16.16, 16.2, 16.24, 16.28, 
16.32, 16.36, 16.4, 16.44, 16.48, 16.52, 16.56, 16.6, 16.64, 16.68, 16.72, 16.76, 16.8, 
16.84, 16.88, 16.92, 16.96, 17, 17.04, 17.08, 17.12, 17.16, 17.2, 17.24, 17.28, 17.32, 
17.36, 17.4, 17.44, 17.48, 17.52, 17.56, 17.6, 17.64, 17.68, 17.72, 17.76, 17.8, 17.84, 
17.88, 17.92, 17.96, 18, 18.04, 18.08, 18.12, 18.16, 18.2, 18.24, 18.28, 18.32, 18.36, 
18.4, 18.44, 18.48, 18.52, 18.56, 18.6, 18.64, 18.68, 18.72, 18.76, 18.8, 18.84, 18.88, 
18.92, 18.96, 19, 19.04, 19.08, 19.12, 19.16, 19.2, 19.24, 19.28, 19.32, 19.36, 19.4, 
19.44, 19.48, 19.52, 19.56, 19.6, 19.64, 19.68, 19.72, 19.76, 19.8, 19.84, 19.88, 19.92, 
19.96] 
raw_data_voltages = [[4, 4.31395186, 3.893050562, 4.150675771, 3.946495137, 3.628671421, 
3.672873832, 3.63363543, 4.311449019, 3.920038582, 4.744971153, 4.949749312, 
4.438001092, 4.864341368, 4.834593734, 4.343185836, 4.579777284, 4.864045471, 
4.501011785, 4.216262496, 4.885851985, 4.605879219, 5.062582315, 4.282442568, 
4.752164391, 4.485317486, 4.566688864, 5.068012933, 4.521201096, 4.411901891, 
6.106661031, 5.876749884, 5.955062786, 5.635787708, 5.6503434, 5.104178164, 6.001675341, 
5.873772096, 6.171995406, 5.841406258, 6.346899137, 7.588539338, 7.555151807, 
7.608474195, 7.209003807, 6.955399304, 7.324603697, 7.4539301, 6.569488279, 7.605877961, 
7.438922164, 7.825219655, 8.141896915, 7.426580952, 8.115108265, 7.604864322, 
7.247687787, 7.584162454, 8.774719893, 7.440511722, 8.485977667, 8.33822552, 
9.070157171, 7.742610802, 7.871841288, 8.390994522, 7.746807682, 7.481196451, 
8.810312973, 8.941795165, 8.91438075, 6.05072524, 5.984403216, 6.121969764, 6.117874478, 
6.021547649, 6.869644259, 6.675801194, 6.585497272, 6.199370813, 5.786216191, 
4.272496007, 4.207971543, 4.686898581, 4.272649621, 4.505884513, 4.82643223, 
4.702292033, 4.251368454, 4.087326046, 4.829017555, 3.424924082, 3.581890268, 
3.350331234, 3.563330835, 3.370483903, 3.66830675, 3.794719334, 3.344319837, 
3.290644659, 3.425153687, 3.70246711, 3.866983391, 4.009432953, 3.887438745, 
3.448128523, 3.520381523, 3.476960833, 3.895021889, 3.746349682, 3.693983444, 
3.897872986, 4.227514655, 3.764972367, 4.272208534, 4.283122681, 3.793169595, 
4.405151474, 4.091418454, 3.893443337, 4.488664962, 4.821330864, 4.389870546, 
4.553534777, 4.210477998, 4.570813518, 4.954384523, 4.351232171, 4.975850685, 
4.311239973, 5.883363684, 5.63022305, 5.886524303, 5.224610972, 5.412068309, 5.54359495, 
5.604982172, 5.208010783, 5.669834579, 5.566273331, 7.755255948, 8.040102618, 
7.737177852, 6.905943956, 7.050992554, 6.952216749, 8.343679969, 8.35370441, 
7.267427599, 8.265501008, 8.506446464, 8.643913302, 8.88499754, 8.208044481, 
7.784398543, 7.954607519, 8.356535351, 7.476670566, 7.40404143, 8.61483055, 6.677867836, 
7.455205443, 7.354799447, 7.207050016, 7.254648744, 7.600342088, 7.663422577, 
7.512623702, 6.493393395, 6.865726934, 4.744137961, 4.833701915, 5.288315182, 
4.547791044, 4.582471952, 4.96698021, 5.139326281, 4.659447394, 4.895692127, 
5.082123964, 4.37309803, 4.072447561, 3.703590296, 3.92545134, 4.046973945, 3.879536898, 
3.99722671, 3.773061764, 4.337131111, 3.756885488, 4.161576031, 4.412009926, 
4.499605985, 4.556482653, 4.609491531, 4.672887833, 4.195917936, 4.176584542, 
4.567251574, 4.245587233, 4.679208345, 4.518585895, 4.9793118, 4.569456003, 5.213379382, 
4.841597493, 5.267231054, 4.813868768, 5.024080484, 4.838460039, 4.718364429, 
4.990201106, 4.854878577, 5.262927797, 4.588343186, 4.837055343, 4.944221948, 
5.316590952, 4.912103744, 5.258331665, 7.301125923, 7.730818224, 6.866336209, 
7.599434604, 7.65438842, 7.671352215, 7.89103229, 8.194671411, 8.24973697, 7.35075235,  
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40 8.481371761, 9.007348792, 9.175604037, 7.735492697, 8.004164223, 8.072555826, 
7.709154579, 7.93949761, 7.648642486, 8.364436593, 8.808066208, 7.532948249, 7.36719709, 
7.944384774, 8.905150129, 8.333962076, 8.349534162, 7.334883726, 8.911372586, 
7.964560488, 7.601101665, 6.492337027, 6.57707343, 6.705665713, 6.776010365, 
7.628295347, 6.295765264, 7.286875511, 6.399329371, 6.340072242, 4.786112479, 
5.309554089, 4.963613368, 4.695258917, 4.953273068, 5.160825671, 5.193655133, 
5.092903196, 4.807707644, 4.749280242, 4.148546233, 3.592085971, 3.990369739, 
3.501371108, 3.976977588, 4.186943377, 3.586431028, 3.682302302, 3.866486869, 
4.043788333, 3.818748234, 3.695350472, 3.748222364, 3.994928213, 3.771851972, 
4.345259629, 4.516444829, 4.093924159, 4.040493167, 4.182351862, 4.562629089, 
3.865305343, 4.021851211, 4.494119099, 4.470752642, 4.610170403, 4.454775924, 
4.48686268, 4.383354241, 4.847072867, 6.84975792, 6.858984819, 6.546874467, 6.789462507, 
7.165464827, 6.082455529, 6.265686892, 6.84989835, 6.557102055, 6.153621745, 
7.831246537, 7.685155137, 7.668420691, 7.705574409, 7.630992173, 7.92379739, 
7.200317775, 6.852624383, 6.69158958, 7.935738599, 7.330759994, 7.628728359, 
8.011145462, 7.906397881, 7.400284307, 8.324966941, 7.480319923, 7.394849777, 
7.722430221, 8.155378505, 7.225888552, 8.394943087, 7.741426494, 7.116669123, 
8.204892388, 8.239605865, 8.298954276, 7.107506422, 7.169393796, 7.385654611, 
6.386553405, 6.966501679, 6.807566643, 6.611750875, 5.915844132, 5.881875014, 
6.99238155, 5.792932796, 6.059107972, 6.818470922, 4.874300182, 4.340202451, 
4.828952303, 4.770418122, 4.316000364, 4.712633164, 4.455705313, 4.77050162, 
4.831188685, 4.277541165, 3.083145589, 3.361914278, 3.629246017, 3.250526722, 
3.057069374, 3.713434457, 3.125531794, 3.62440078, 3.400392001, 3.410812552, 
3.425637677, 3.333208799, 3.047900976, 3.425648336, 3.111077935, 3.065245575, 
3.183296563, 3.441493831, 3.318512101, 3.608710837, 3.447563171, 3.47400567, 
3.898464524, 3.423717238, 3.986324323, 3.516838834, 3.76505176, 3.730611112, 4.09071168, 
3.907074472, 5.195333097, 5.98535138, 5.355890521, 5.358622643, 5.471218975, 
5.889801873, 6.096857182, 5.62969094, 6.284604632, 6.126433309, 8.131212492, 
7.809317148, 7.834838705, 8.23983881, 8.137646598, 7.118355813, 7.456971854, 
8.415422522, 7.858558632, 7.223692413, 8.850330747, 7.783072686, 8.221648885, 
8.301999375, 8.852572059, 8.49939073, 7.429578757, 8.770658125, 8.387192963, 
8.000121735, 6.872268205, 7.72928716, 7.362513935, 7.63164621, 7.284347313, 7.143844077, 
7.142794216, 6.844962094, 7.949712666, 7.269878903, 6.469523565, 6.321965072, 
6.954614968, 6.112140616, 6.47917685, 6.07794577, 6.429858481, 6.756287996, 6.83513291, 
6.299747411, 4.696644258, 4.418048252, 4.787516818, 4.92131381, 4.571129291, 
4.381735764, 4.135597581, 4.229921605, 4.162681864, 4.5692913, 3.819391294, 3.963685178, 
4.223414416, 4.312201427, 3.937924515, 4.388898532, 4.14201276, 4.029081707, 
3.874696415, 4.598269593, 4.349709905, 4.355380796, 4.383827499, 3.995913767, 
3.820743218, 3.765691663, 4.227625562, 4.503376574, 4.01813609, 4.525989508, 
5.070722819, 5.018234941, 4.853854308, 4.835240649, 4.950900073, 5.194450988, 
4.483978537, 4.576467376, 5.072036629, 4.520607158, 6.133169345, 5.652818463, 
6.167674649, 6.481304583, 5.471782259, 5.773171047, 5.847712335, 5.449158359, 
5.847238442, 6.049732502, 8.182217635, 7.82244915, 7.876964631, 7.404219243, 
7.080169558, 7.569194232, 7.646181506, 7.477305687, 8.329477453, 7.085248098], [2, 
1.946931598, 1.862004122, 2.164886062, 1.839880279, 2.013081348, 1.831137248, 
2.150308027, 2.103635179, 2.179334247, 2.295563261, 2.28953322, 2.139521042, 
1.973167402, 2.075154854, 2.234368713, 2.080035545, 2.2985301, 2.270733742, 1.994975001, 
2.172057143, 2.285733134, 2.25315406, 2.389862902, 2.193562907, 2.397315981, 
2.496192974, 2.174231974, 2.554478164, 2.512598705, 2.615473778, 2.69637824, 
2.619023319, 2.673757722, 2.811783895, 2.668995749, 2.543764056, 2.804773929, 
2.81835435, 2.476666198, 3.059234733, 2.942644402, 3.325882824, 3.142745504, 
2.987403899, 3.308214337, 3.437624805, 2.876397206, 3.255337306, 3.353840029, 
3.541457742, 3.571645317, 3.655048124, 3.316783616, 3.941166129, 3.34431994, 
3.947744956, 3.626060699, 3.599835923, 3.340322743, 3.838414793, 4.348139212, 
3.963777108, 3.958579303, 4.404760156, 3.8775157, 3.929054312, 4.065778598, 4.314228668, 
3.764421545, 4.195131761, 4.641635743, 4.020634357, 4.095716165, 4.524615403, 
4.726325313, 4.119131237, 4.53681617, 4.710370071, 3.939529679, 4.379290668, 
4.436048189, 4.799878872, 5.010962253, 4.300726386, 4.835083614, 4.947959821, 
4.690590412, 4.993198636, 4.947234161, 5.031495012, 4.342611945, 4.095861818, 
4.761982564, 4.393514134, 4.527958005, 4.132157305, 4.693789092, 4.023877253, 
4.671129204, 4.668433274, 2.813599358, 2.98201825, 3.222797378, 3.320200532, 
2.818412974, 2.849939805, 2.961014944, 2.948056533, 3.045720262, 2.011875035, 
2.011634029, 2.220196669, 2.006545167, 2.164565589, 2.339639265, 2.35201145, 
1.990074741, 2.350942031, 2.16313023, 1.813520608, 2.09247915, 1.936717063, 2.018671851, 
2.142764294, 2.077914177, 1.836905707, 1.877891259, 1.993261631, 1.810450352, 
2.231742377, 2.157073814, 2.016481469, 2.003717936, 1.924508749, 2.124345165, 
2.183695465, 1.909590689, 2.019251313, 2.017520624, 2.161721399, 2.125092791, 
2.281149354, 2.396313959, 2.203913193, 2.133293805, 2.407342512, 2.499877828, 
2.41217666, 2.298513566, 2.561989517, 2.761781884, 2.659416706, 2.631641065, 
2.388289665, 2.655552617, 2.660897577, 2.735274539, 2.567334905, 2.622111903, 
2.989836256, 2.566261209, 2.721348056, 3.019237828, 3.07635675, 2.587598021, 
2.912003883, 2.790480208, 3.094813705, 3.080710863, 3.535887593, 3.495281434, 
3.196313779, 3.394663026, 3.445610876, 3.197185929, 3.850980181, 3.728157218, 
3.548799613, 3.428087805, 4.323553475, 4.511987321, 4.014680596, 4.190217116, 
4.511887888, 3.861841822, 4.373283987, 4.132416762, 4.072946638, 4.111121033, 
4.292643628, 4.299469588, 4.817270669, 4.588087398, 4.898957301, 4.246861473, 
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40 4.732316334, 4.793977359, 4.279366913, 4.340224779, 4.962340434, 4.979877287, 
4.837492109, 5.127770098, 4.514496679, 5.019541397, 4.272004493, 4.648726673, 
4.625565513, 4.770711148, 4.173340899, 3.832796259, 3.847623477, 4.14288696, 
3.897238304, 4.366707285, 4.417215734, 4.165086565, 4.034948612, 3.74982482, 
2.978972065, 3.315546168, 3.074716432, 2.960767087, 2.983336483, 3.454224593, 
2.917441455, 3.198917461, 3.216348996, 3.277860769, 2.74679233, 2.616470765, 2.41346821, 
2.577599765, 2.544831983, 2.57633962, 2.316045743, 2.638713551, 2.436430843, 
2.403349411, 1.953897275, 2.150607293, 1.810242493, 1.968540095, 1.875823584, 
2.007672272, 2.128254075, 1.968887144, 2.108634904, 2.156647546, 2.013635494, 
1.881849827, 2.196273516, 2.127946778, 1.871876276, 2.017291367, 1.948382624, 
1.86941659, 2.166720545, 2.102503205, 2.514602514, 2.136744639, 2.488152983, 
2.111803581, 2.239081957, 2.398609896, 2.149957536, 2.208305889, 2.535064029, 
2.347125588, 2.262589817, 2.326457838, 2.266443091, 2.485816453, 2.263173732, 
2.518640913, 2.571551916, 2.303078529, 2.440856728, 2.466867452, 2.505361153, 
2.311937104, 2.372132025, 2.735274084, 2.370024202, 2.60360336, 2.365841829, 2.34548599, 
2.373372186, 2.395788388, 3.029835669, 2.802453705, 2.84395778, 3.161861712, 
3.369396269, 3.299509683, 3.263653384, 3.28459407, 3.214906449, 3.446986977, 
4.416658674, 4.91492877, 4.472989385, 4.677961174, 4.568519252, 4.329602877, 
4.288059006, 5.05859986, 4.442018946, 4.777959247, 4.466066548, 4.793480112, 
4.520562443, 5.07507169, 4.447001798, 4.497313085, 4.713146997, 4.483615747, 
4.712922113, 4.596504608, 4.652301753, 4.929512507, 4.355134428, 4.52260967, 
4.107126058, 4.768784903, 4.171506648, 4.248184449, 4.176641328, 4.228239025, 4.478709, 
4.520930894, 4.014512902, 4.327915909, 4.302504191, 4.171644427, 4.052187907, 
4.383856288, 3.74096574, 4.048756234, 3.749304992, 3.365223487, 3.265796017, 
3.794129884, 3.438130211, 3.719379121, 3.723486445, 3.618474923, 3.302753566, 
3.411360853, 2.619596546, 2.601461633, 2.280679343, 2.687868491, 2.559196486, 
2.541696628, 2.417896622, 2.39067092, 2.321321801, 2.555778147, 1.945153976, 2.02209575, 
2.105680828, 2.295304967, 2.160050737, 2.004676396, 2.019348654, 2.322825172, 
1.93994258, 1.908814711, 2.325040903, 2.522969316, 2.403062015, 2.214823141, 
2.194695589, 2.453489159, 2.212411464, 2.370142573, 2.451431372, 2.446322262, 
2.268818193, 2.438156007, 2.196915835, 2.177789383, 2.425247552, 2.338782342, 
2.279365026, 2.422736122, 2.194869925, 2.392513188, 2.363060625, 2.473510903, 
2.528979728, 2.803694553, 2.886140339, 2.638861398, 2.429359835, 2.775638723, 
2.784567057, 2.516987086, 3.159041386, 2.99357984, 3.471342903, 3.339669574, 
3.322059855, 3.237373799, 3.375989935, 3.12677541, 3.089068244, 3.258154379, 
3.971354041, 3.795865202, 4.109050373, 3.956023046, 3.857945778, 3.782197561, 
4.06895968, 3.734923567, 3.68551417, 4.066118261, 3.995324546, 4.10071613, 4.488531627, 
4.149478143, 4.600127431, 4.401419836, 4.054783293, 3.844497892, 4.105353994, 
4.012732431, 4.871766539, 4.431693373, 4.140637483, 4.876832424, 4.611962732, 
4.506065346, 4.793443253, 4.705218271, 4.325620111, 4.489458793, 4.234213868, 
4.073109627, 4.453692624, 4.115256111, 4.458709949, 4.000228572, 4.454026273, 
4.582425821, 4.689602233, 3.876652921, 3.106254116, 3.066580677, 3.190823394, 
3.381482351, 3.286317481, 3.076285756, 3.015621163, 3.218939395, 2.903998278, 
3.026424407, 2.094914559, 2.519638121, 2.249392845, 2.502675097, 2.186481153, 
2.183848152, 2.29579412, 2.104960612, 2.103343462, 2.246315949, 2.135198828, 
2.076329221, 2.09752763, 2.23888151, 2.133382339, 2.006805906, 2.087245261, 2.205211725, 
2.192937174, 1.986005883, 1.802234154, 1.990208965, 1.884927894, 2.077325881, 
2.040253956, 2.165029056, 2.055072647, 1.91139754, 2.188129979, 1.973867483, 
2.703235439, 2.658863024, 2.288431919, 2.311752375, 2.644214985, 2.759159343, 
2.697447566, 2.474044928, 2.491101026, 2.625816211], [5.1, 5.190612593, 4.99313228, 
4.773287007, 5.100422875, 5.473094691, 4.598710169, 4.872378564, 5.533006232, 
4.950260097, 5.416450403, 5.657346661, 4.992410675, 5.032228954, 5.559520264, 4.8955656, 
4.947404718, 5.191121084, 5.219253824, 4.731526391, 5.29300055, 5.654890527, 
5.807489332, 4.904817254, 5.060398282, 5.411688344, 5.153444908, 5.566586775, 
5.23195237, 5.777135219, 5.115354838, 6.094224093, 5.3615436, 5.788817986, 5.710743686, 
5.229298137, 5.85603401, 5.859157477, 5.464319954, 5.587768021, 6.463568838, 
5.715574953, 5.758076588, 6.015721766, 6.457436887, 5.796815436, 6.143162124, 
5.815566963, 6.243887939, 5.829283683, 6.053624604, 6.90781447, 6.734220915, 
6.280365553, 6.583715185, 5.800112562, 6.171861404, 6.840907364, 6.796349844, 
6.135134254, 6.193091346, 6.033756536, 6.379243155, 6.614226222, 5.926286288, 
6.496409347, 6.095809958, 6.853298966, 6.029245566, 6.794295184, 6.548560116, 
6.230104772, 7.033614184, 6.872371867, 5.898937075, 6.290997962, 7.033939206, 
6.212579278, 6.352418183, 6.520921976, 6.71459619, 6.814152263, 5.799381873, 
6.458854431, 6.60998869, 6.356324903, 6.674806512, 5.871504219, 6.312076906, 
7.024291927, 6.590980948, 6.584960059, 6.585187541, 6.534928476, 6.237632584, 
5.958458073, 5.697785731, 5.878368305, 5.768820743, 6.412426281, 5.830692327, 
5.843390756, 6.303631349, 6.313678247, 5.790660778, 6.083286189, 5.977022903, 
6.258616708, 5.582760786, 5.502609968, 6.229355742, 6.278889419, 5.345326723, 
5.670594805, 5.730414453, 5.999802001, 5.940885272, 6.330651999, 5.484587605, 
5.358828472, 5.825045983, 5.100119382, 5.111269121, 5.056605303, 5.811209442, 
5.318145431, 4.933756336, 5.397655673, 5.501476389, 5.808015655, 4.770838365, 
5.150317157, 4.803036215, 4.922497505, 5.098637934, 4.715528768, 5.066318658, 
5.403801999, 5.569493327, 4.601570679, 5.410929132, 4.872227485, 5.354102727, 
4.568614564, 4.944784393, 5.331066127, 5.038329317, 4.899857386, 5.306932647, 
5.381666278, 4.917868076, 5.235067182, 4.692403007, 5.045584603, 5.370323172, 
5.309260572, 4.739852892, 5.022331917, 5.254618611, 4.857986329, 4.793076697, 
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40 4.919898136, 5.210904966, 4.836935795, 5.607665151, 5.636389789, 4.75282686, 5.66460172, 
4.845298981, 5.450548663, 5.216905713, 5.051703594, 5.25913589, 4.705346339, 5.38131986, 
4.727586515, 4.688695694, 5.039441067, 5.360833909, 5.06476059, 5.520496695, 
4.834399827, 5.135758098, 4.812715892, 4.885981294, 5.281187418, 5.134506561, 
4.930375314, 4.898748298, 5.007541923, 4.954872212, 5.311373743, 5.274256778, 
5.848155305, 5.929036788, 4.947384472, 5.414961567, 5.381102786, 5.362321617, 
5.343554853, 5.921355769, 5.739596184, 6.302292618, 5.390801337, 5.589029395, 
5.428097846, 5.924554301, 6.00290611, 6.097898124, 5.343203501, 6.072252853, 
6.565248553, 6.6275872, 5.819459139, 6.055544867, 6.519600934, 6.14910431, 5.868276496, 
6.190571164, 6.244828521, 6.73159085, 7.098054335, 6.58733188, 6.325255434, 6.429681422, 
6.04607417, 7.11447833, 7.061078312, 6.059955953, 6.079985045, 6.437411433, 6.757222456, 
6.289051571, 7.130106794, 6.880608709, 6.65814428, 6.83412353, 6.53423306, 6.282935555, 
7.227975992, 6.374467361, 6.495612959, 6.719622255, 6.93701939, 5.989104764, 
6.323358913, 6.192977165, 6.283701602, 6.123611815, 6.999868079, 6.595440872, 6.0172146, 
6.561853044, 6.70833428, 6.70573415, 6.402283591, 5.702224926, 5.994158711, 5.846922303, 
6.068984773, 6.500459699, 5.986607849, 6.684930733, 6.528891862, 5.907583997, 
5.640994957, 5.509679161, 5.660674885, 6.595777364, 6.049471488, 5.930562596, 
5.257566139, 6.35153002, 6.160189616, 5.686751129, 6.05000157, 5.941519662, 5.545717862, 
5.373353361, 6.011250972, 5.415052986, 5.546212175, 5.054959593, 5.097223636, 
5.767064583, 5.589615326, 4.859650494, 4.948817295, 4.950567227, 4.86311181, 
5.019702791, 5.484664727, 5.417477908, 4.842558623, 5.039498277, 5.549221405, 
5.589218729, 5.757921651, 5.638780048, 5.449816315, 4.802978725, 5.127394433, 
4.619816796, 4.738078453, 5.598297198, 5.134246831, 4.61894307, 4.674606864, 
5.187774826, 5.577272328, 5.363324408, 4.657471939, 5.153520837, 4.894384257, 
4.536461117, 4.582479528, 4.933356336, 5.146526533, 4.884379441, 4.914855133, 
4.953035898, 5.494990433, 5.601318249, 5.464689906, 5.580770252, 5.428444416, 
5.270239557, 5.089430766, 4.756652284, 5.588927404, 5.671720889, 5.668104409, 
4.798781648, 4.81098696, 4.741609738, 4.974230331, 5.100085452, 5.532430342, 
5.364016295, 5.440450713, 4.90294672, 5.54838547, 5.555559653, 5.723981413, 5.44095422, 
5.200229073, 5.845494797, 5.730968672, 5.874201068, 5.837315426, 5.821524816, 
5.306733691, 5.23944468, 5.95310564, 5.19435649, 5.760487622, 5.525457384, 5.683732391, 
5.110328837, 5.96620206, 6.066186053, 6.490909137, 5.564732528, 6.233964924, 
6.125455862, 5.375790572, 5.463606409, 5.624721194, 5.496597737, 5.488293432, 
5.77041196, 6.448686996, 5.901243406, 6.679646168, 5.793063586, 6.596402101, 
6.662251317, 6.722224634, 6.280980833, 6.726836267, 7.066825763, 7.042066639, 
6.18864152, 6.822122394, 6.894410503, 6.382795961, 6.162059208, 6.486972123, 
6.627983026, 6.327666911, 6.991643327, 7.136012385, 6.294166257, 6.807557766, 
6.512210428, 6.804054012, 6.303389874, 6.520014581, 6.18688989, 6.530552685, 
6.853301861, 6.352219662, 6.796036237, 6.773123228, 6.889160259, 6.835972559, 
6.480977045, 6.012646186, 6.511458421, 6.122515381, 6.408589848, 6.481660837, 
5.944822175, 5.902607786, 6.754804527, 5.737777382, 5.68543234, 6.157142613, 
6.012981816, 6.554434384, 5.599105654, 5.867221004, 6.272705313, 5.624170253, 
6.642413904, 5.810987574, 6.144636249, 6.401294426, 6.281050612, 6.512356354, 
6.141097433, 6.426712832, 5.561205262, 5.677563304, 5.937536872, 5.909361821, 
6.457196592, 6.282181221, 5.289136972, 5.489877948, 5.531042185, 5.512842913, 5.4966669, 
5.36228947, 5.591833981, 5.243501283, 5.818752309, 5.300019506, 5.396873523, 
5.745992428, 5.282083957, 5.399725754, 5.072314509, 5.441864267, 5.573020571, 
5.313606067, 4.77783872, 5.196708786, 5.308823763, 4.861840001, 5.439746272, 
5.276501292, 4.888525517, 5.286636054, 4.674306443, 5.251042852, 4.99462723, 
4.892216864, 5.16465142, 5.189726483, 5.574078194, 4.893185535, 5.509264235, 
5.473792979, 5.316371242, 5.40661271, 5.364063373, 5.064679748, 4.740398396, 
5.281114373, 4.934369998, 5.521896841, 4.980846727, 5.533666419, 4.752392302, 
5.066567906, 5.179550946, 5.502610692, 5.574247823, 4.911278495, 5.11382226, 4.7001132, 
4.798858083, 5.56962514, 4.94777944, 5.072894883, 5.28282817, 5.350816207, 4.984283449, 
5.383260361]] 
 
# array for storing voltage data after smoothing 
smoothed_data = [] 
 
# number of data points to average for moving average smoothing 
points_to_average = 15 
 
# time in seconds to allow for determining the thresholds the voltage must pass for an 
inhalation or exhalation to be recognized 
threshold_determination_time = 5; 
 
# array for storing the times and voltages where the voltage signal passes thresholds 
and an inhalation (upper threshold) or exhalation (lower_threshold_data) is recognized 
upper_threshold_data = [] 
lower_threshold_data = [] 
 
# loop to read through data for each subject 
for subject in range(len(raw_data_voltages)): 

# variable for counting the number of points that have been processed 
count = 0 
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40 # start with the minimum and maximum values for setting thresholds, 17ccurring17d 
with the first point 
relative_minimum = raw_data_voltages[subject][0] 
relative_maximum = raw_data_voltages[subject][0] 
 
# variable for recording whether the upper threshold has been passed and an 
inhalation recorded 
inhalation_recorded = False; 
 
# variable for recording whether both an inhalation and exhalation have been 
recorded 
inhalation_exhalation = 0 
 
# append empty arrays for storing processed data for the subject 
smoothed_data.append([]) 
upper_threshold_data.append([[], []]) 
lower_threshold_data.append([[], []]) 
 
# loop to read through each point in voltage raw data 
for point in range(len(raw_data_time)): 

# increment number of data points that have been 17ccurring 
count += 1 
 
# smooth voltage data by taking the average of several previous points according 
to `points_to_average` 
if count >= points_to_average: 

smoothed_point = np.average(raw_data_voltages[subject][(count – 
points_to_average):count]) 

# if the number of previous points is not at least `points_to_average`, take the 
average of all existing points 
else: 

smoothed_point = np.average(raw_data_voltages[subject][0:count]) 
 
# add averaged data point to the array of smoothed voltage data 
smoothed_data[subject].append(smoothed_point) 
 
# if the time is under the duration allowed for determining thresholds, use it to 
determine maximum and minimum values 
if raw_data_time[point] < threshold_determination_time: 

# if the smoothed point is greater than the current recorded maximum, make it 
the new maximum value 
if smoothed_point > relative_maximum: 
relative_maximum = smoothed_point 
 
# if the smoothed point is less than the current recorded minimum, make it 
the new minimum value 
if smoothed_point < relative_minimum: 
relative_minimum = smoothed_point 

# otherwise compare the smoothed voltage signal with the thresholds to determine 
whether an inhalation or exhalation is 17ccurring 
else: 

# if the voltage exceeds upper threshold and an inhalation has not been 
recorded since the last exhalation, record an inhalation 

if smoothed_point > ((relative_maximum – relative_minimum) * 2 / 3 + 
relative_minimum) and inhalation_recorded == False: 
# record the datapoint where the voltage passes the upper threshold 
upper_threshold_data[subject][0].append(raw_data_time[point]) 
upper_threshold_data[subject][1].append(smoothed_point) 
 
# note that an inhalation has been recorded 
inhalation_recorded = True 
inhalation_exhalation += 1 

# if the voltage is below lower threshold and an inhalation has been recorded 
since, record an exhalation 
elif smoothed_point < ((relative_maximum – relative_minimum) * 1 / 3 + 
relative_minimum) and inhalation_recorded == True: 

# record the datapoint where the voltage passes the lower threshold 
lower_threshold_data[subject][0].append(raw_data_time[point]) 
lower_threshold_data[subject][1].append(smoothed_point) 
 
# note that an exhalation has been recorded 
inhalation_recorded = False 
inhalation_exhalation += 1 

 
# if there are at least two inhalations and two exhalations recorded, 
calculate the respiratory rate 
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40 if len(lower_threshold_data[subject][0]) >= 2 and 
len(upper_threshold_data[subject][0]) >= 2 and inhalation_exhalation >= 2: 

# time difference between the last two recorded inhalations for the 
subject 
lower_threshold_data_time_difference = lower_threshold_data[subject][0][-
1] – lower_threshold_data[subject][0][-2] 
 
# time difference between the last two recorded exhalations for the 
subject 
upper_threshold_data_time_difference = upper_threshold_data[subject][0][-
1] – upper_threshold_data[subject][0][-2] 
 
# average the two time differences and convert into a respiratory rate of 
breaths per minute 
average_respiratory_rate = 60 * 2 / (lower_threshold_data_time_difference 
+ upper_threshold_data_time_difference) 
 
# generate a message to display the calculated respiratory rate 
output = “Subject “ + str(subject + 1) + “ Respiratory Rate: “ + 
str(round(average_respiratory_rate, 1)) + “ breaths per minute” 
 
# add to the message if the respiratory rate would turn on an the red LED 
if average_respiratory_rate < 10 or average_respiratory_rate > 20: 
output += “ [RED]” 
 
# print out the output 
print(output) 
 
# reset the variable for recording if a recent inhalation and exhalation 
have both been recorded 
inhalation_exhalation = 0 

 
# plot the raw voltage data, smoothed voltage data, and when inhalations and exhalations 
are recorded 
fig = plt.figure() 
fig.suptitle(‘Respiratory Rate Sensor Voltage Signal Processing’) 
plt.xlabel(‘Time (seconds)’) 
plt.ylabel(‘Voltage (V)’) 
plt.plot(raw_data_time, raw_data_voltages[0], ‘C0-‘, label=’Subject 1 (Raw)’) 
plt.plot(raw_data_time, smoothed_data[0], ‘k-‘, label=’Subject 1 (Smoothed)’) 
plt.plot(upper_threshold_data[0][0], upper_threshold_data[0][1], ‘gx’, label=’Inhalation 
Recorded’) 
plt.plot(lower_threshold_data[0][0], lower_threshold_data[0][1], ‘rx’, label=’Exhalation 
Recorded’) 
plt.plot(raw_data_time, raw_data_voltages[1], ‘C1-‘, label=’Subject 2 (Raw)’) 
plt.plot(raw_data_time, smoothed_data[1], ‘k-‘, label=’Subject 2 (Smoothed)’) 
plt.plot(upper_threshold_data[1][0], upper_threshold_data[1][1], ‘gx’, label=’Inhalation 
Recorded’) 
plt.plot(lower_threshold_data[1][0], lower_threshold_data[1][1], ‘rx’, label=’Exhalation 
Recorded’) 
plt.plot(raw_data_time, raw_data_voltages[2], ‘C7-‘, label=’Subject 3 (Raw)’) 
plt.plot(raw_data_time, smoothed_data[2], ‘k-‘, label=’Subject 3 (Smoothed)’) 
plt.plot(upper_threshold_data[2][0], upper_threshold_data[2][1], ‘gx’, label=’Inhalation 
Recorded’) 
plt.plot(lower_threshold_data[2][0], lower_threshold_data[2][1], ‘rx’, label=’Exhalation 
Recorded’) 
axes = plt.gca() 
axes.set_xlim([0, 20]) 
axes.set_ylim([0, 10]) 
plt.legend(loc=’lower right') 
plt.show() 
 
8 points – code implements a generalizable method for analyzing the signal (i.e. counting breaths) 
4 points – code calculates and prints the respiratory rate 
2 points – code turns on a red LED if the respiratory rate is within the specified range 
2 points – code is clear and organized 

 

41 In what programming language did you write your code for the previous question? 
 

   / 0 

 


